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Abstracts of the folItowing dispertatidns are included in this collection:

Alejandro, Frei* Z. .

THE RELATIONSHIP OF BILINGUAL BI-.

.CULTURAL EDUCATION AND REGULAR EDUCA-

TION IN THE VERBAL AND NONVERBAL .

PERFORMANW.OF CHIlcANO STUDENTS

Afana, Milton,Eulogip

THE ORAL ENGLISH SYNTAX OF FIVE-

AND SIX-YEAR-OLD BILINGUAL INDIAN

.CHILDREN IN MANITOBA

_ Barnett-Garcia, Nancy C.

A STUDY OF ThE ASSESSMENT.OF LAN-

GUAGE DOMINANCE AND BILINGUAkED-
!

'UCATION

Baugh, John. GordonJr.

LINGUISTIC STYLE7SHIFTING IN BLACK

ENGLISH ..
'

Blossek, Dennis Franklin

ORAL LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT BY SENTENCE

kEPETITION: 'VALIDI 0 RELIABILIV

Boyd, Melba Joyce

VISUAL PERCEPTION'AND.THE TEACHING,

-OF ENGLISH

Brisard, Yvonne Stephanie

kEADING AND DIALECT': ,AN INVESTIGA-

TION OF THE ,RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

01JEADING COMPREHENSION AND BLACK

DIALECT DENSITY. ,

r

Carnine, Linda McRoberts

A TWO-YEAR LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF

ORAL READING ERRORS MADE BY KINDER-.

GARTEN ANDTIRST GRADE4.LOW-SES STU-

DENTS TAUGHT WIT1CA CODE-EMpHASIS

PROGRAM .

Cooley, Hiram William

MULTIPLE MEASURES OF SECOND LANGUAGE

1 ACQUISITION.AMONG HISPANIC CHILDREN

IN A BILINGUAL PROGRAM

CurieI, Herman_,

A COMPARATIVE STUDY INVESTIGATING' .

ACHIEVED READING LEVEL, SELF-ESTEEM

AND ACHIEVED'GRADE POINT AVERAGE

GIVEN VARYING PARTICIPATION.PERI9DS

IN A BILINGUAL ELEMENTARY PROGRAM

c

Flores, Valentina Melchor
'

AFFECTIVE VARIABLES AND,ORAL ENGLISH .

_PROFICIENCY OF MEXICAN AMERICAN

MIGRANT STUDENTS .

Garner, ThUrmon

TAT,TLER: ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

9N PATTERNS OF COMMUNICATION IN A

'.BLACK COMMUNITY

Gbedemah, Gwendolyn Louise

'.DIALECT SPEAKING CHILDREN'S USE OF

'CONTEXTUAL AND GRAPHIC INFORMATION

IN LEARNING TO READ
4

G 14 d () fray, a y en .

A STUDY.OF BLACK ENGLIOH AN, STANDARD

'ENGLISH WITH REFERENCE,TO LINGUISTIC

PROBLEMS OF STUDENTS.IN A 'COLLEGE

WITH A.BLACK HERITAGE

';



' Katz, Rita Shirley

READING INTERESTS RESPONSES OF'BLACK'

ADOLESCENTS TO.A BI-RACIAL ANNOTATED

FICTITIOUS TITLES SURVEY

Krajewski, Raymond Joseph

A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE ORAL

LANGUAGE OF DISADVANTAGEp BLACK

CHILDREN IN EAST'CHICAGO, INDIANA:

&LONGITUDINAL STUDY

McNairy, Francine Gladys

BLACK STUDENTS' AND WHITE FACULTY

MEMBERS' PERCEPTIONS OF BLACK STU-

DENTS'.CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION

MY..amura, Candace Patticia

THE INTERPRETATION' OF VERB TENSE IN

.WRITTEN PASSAGES BY BLACK ENGLISH-

SPEAKING AND STANDARD ENGLISH-SPEAK-

. ING CHILDREN

Moll, Dianne-Lynn

.A COMPARATIVE STUDy'OF THE ENGLISH -

LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY OF MONOLINGUAL

AND BILINGUAL CHILDREN

Payan, Rdse, Marie

THE DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF A

SCREENING INSTRUMENT (PICLOTOR AS-

.SESSING THE 'SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DE-

VELOPMENT OF SPANISH-SPEAKING -

'SCHOOL CHILDREN

Perez, Ernest

EFFECTS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION ON

LANGUAGE USE AND LANGUAGE PREFERENCE .

OF FOURTH-GRADE MEXICAN 'AMERICAN .

. CHILDREN IN FOUR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

PROJECTS IN TEXAS

Peterson, Marilyn. ia Rene'

EXPRESSED.READING PREFERENCES OF

MEXICAN-AMERICAN CHILDREN IN THE
7SEVENTH GRADE. .

-2-

Phillips, Carol Brunson

AFRO-AMERICAN CULTURE/COGNITION

RELATIONS: AN-EXPLORATORY STUDY OF

METAYUORtC LANGUAGE AMONG CHILDREN. z

_Rev rot, Wi helmina Wright

THE ACQUISITION OF FOUR BLACK,EN7

GLISH MORPHOLOGICAL RULES"BY fiLACK

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

Richard, Lawrence LouIs

OW LANGUAGE GAINS IN A FRENCH41-'

GLISH BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IN

RIA PARISH (LOUISIANA) AS ,MEASURED
,

grA REPETITION INSTRUMENT'
,

.

Sanchez,,Juanita L.

A COMPARISON OF AC EVEMENT OF MEX-.

ICAN AND MEXICAN-AMRICAN CHILDREN

IN THE AREAS OF READING AND MATHE-

MATICNOM TAUGHT WITHIN A COOPER-
ATIVE AND.COMPETITIVE GOAL STRUCTURE

#

, Scudder, Bonriie Elizabeth Todd

A COMPARATIVE S'TUDY.OF THE EFFECTS \.
,OF THE USg OF A DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIP,-

TIVE APPROACH VERSUS A TUTORIAL AP-.

PROACH TO THMk TEACHING .0F.ENGLISH TO

NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL CHILDREN. IN A LARGE URBAN

SCHOOL DISTRICT IN COLORADO .

Strand, Corrinne,Marie Erickson

AIDIALECTALISM AND LEARNING TO READ

Suazo, Gavina M. .

A STUDT.TO.DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF

FIRST'LANGUAGE ON THE .READING COM- '

PREHiNSIO1:OF.SPANISH MONOLITERATE

"AND SPANISH-ENGLISH BILITERATE ELE-

MENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN THROUGH THE

USE. OF THE .CLOZE PROCEDURE

*Wharton; Lin4a F.

BLACK AMERICAN CHILDREN'S SINGING

GAMES: A STRuCTURAL ANALYSIS
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Till ULATION8mP OF BILINGUAL'HICULTURAL
EDUC TION AND REGULAR EDUCATION IN THE
,VERBAL AND NOVERBAL PERFORMANC4S. OF
cincANo STUDENie Orar No. 7918570

ALEJANDRO, Frank Z., Ph.D. The Catholic University of
America, 1979. 118pp.

The major support of bilingual bicultural education in the
United States is through'the bilingual Education Act under Title
VII of the ESEA of 1988. The purpose of the act is to develop
programs offering a bAsic competence in English, but it i not
to exclude the child's 'culturalheritage and language. Bilingual
bicultural education is a process Nehich allows for the total de-
velopment of the child by teaching hiM concepts of the history
and culture associated with his dominant language while he is
turning to function in another language and culture. s Although
it i not a new ccincepj, bilingual bicultural education has been
reintroduced to American education in an effort to meet the
nude of Spanish speaking and other non-Englith speakihg stu-
dents who have limited or no ability to function in English.

The purpose of this studyi was to investigate the relation-
shill of bilingual biculteral education and 'regular education in
students" verbal and nonverbal performances. Specifically,.
the 'study sought to determine if there was a significant differ;-
ence in the,verbal and nonvdrbal performances On the Inter-
Amerkan Serieh Tests of General 'Ability (IAS TOGA), English
end SPariish subtests, oral vocabulary, numbees, asseciation,
and classification, when students in the bilingual bicultural and
rooter education groups were compared.

The sample consisted of three randomly selected bilingual
bicultural education programs servine1,383 students in grades
kindergarten through three. The testing of the hypotheses in-
volved sets df analyses of variance using a 2x2 factorial design.
The F test was used to determine significant differences. The
level of significance was established at the .05. When signifi-
cant differences were found in both the pre.-and posttests analy-
ses, the groups ware compared using the mean gain differ-I
ence betweekthem. The F test revealed that there were
significant differences in seven orthe stxteen English test
comparioons with one instance determined by a pre and pcist-
test analysis of the gain difference between groups. Eleven
of sixteen Spanish test comparisons were significant with eight
of these determined by a pre and pdsttest gain difference be-
tween groups. The analyses performy between the sexes
were not Significant for the most part. However, in those iti-
Stances where a significant difference was detected, this dif-
ference generally favored the females.

One conclusion drawn from these research findings wage
that Chicano students in the early years of their educational
development perform better if they are taught initially in their
doininant language first before they are introdeced to regular
English language instruction. A second conclusion drawn from
these research findings was that as students progress to the
upper gnades a noticeable improvement was detected in their

.

performance scores. This indicated that as student.; eprolled ".

in bilingual biculturaleducation programs progress in their
education, they will eventually perform at-the same level or -
better than their peers in the regular education program.
A tliird conclusion drawn from these research findings was
that studnts 'for the mosr part performed better on the verbal
Sections of both the English and Spanish tests.

`Bailed on the findings of this study and the literature re-
view the following recommendations are made: (1) a follow

'up study for grades kindergarten through three using Spanish
speaking and Englisti speaking students in other parts of the
country should be done; (2) a study focusing on related vari-
abls such as reading, social studiek aria mathematics should
also be conducted; and (3) a research effort focusing on the
Validity and reliability of the lAS TOGA with primary and ele-
mentary school populations should be initiated.

0

'DIE ORAL ENGLISH SYNTAX OF FIVE- ANDOIX-YEAR-t
OLD BILINGUAL INDIAN CHILDREN IN MANITOI3A

Order No. 7913807

ARANA, MiltcAi Euloglo, Ph.D. Saint Louis Unlveolty, 1979.-
98pp.

The purpose of this study was to assess the oral English
languages development of 5- and 6-year.old bilingual Saulteaux
Indian children in Manitoba, Canada. Measures used includdd
Develop ental Sentence Scorint(DSS), the Peabody Picture
Vocabula Test (PPVT), an error analysis, and,limited con-
trastive ana is. .

The sample onststed of 30 5-year-olds and 30 6-tear-o1ds
randomly selected from four Federal, Indian schools ln the
Interlake area of Mjunitoba Both age grouPs were equally di-

-Tided on the basis a sex.* Language samples were obtained by
asking each child to tell two well-known children's' stories
using picturesbooks as guides. Each chilces speech sample
wap tape-recorded, traneMbed 'and pnalyzed. Each child was
alio tested with the PPVT, a meaeure of receptive vocabulary.

A corpus of 50 sentences was selected from each child'h
output and entered on thepSS scoring chart. This yielded a I
DOS score for each child. The 50 sentences were also sub-
jected to an ctrror analysis. Apart from ia tabulation and fro
quency count of error types, an errer index was bbtaimid by
dividing total errors by 56 for each subject. The two stories
themselves were translated Into Satilteaux to milke possibla
limited contrastive analyst.).

A 2 X 2 factorial design with sex and aie as the independent
variables was utilized in this etude. The dependent variables
mere the DM' scere, the PPVT score, and the error index. For
each dependent variable a 2 X 2 factorial ANOVA was run.

The major findings were: (1) The mean DSS score 01 the
5-year-olds (6.93) was higher than that col the 6-year-olds (6.45) .

but the difference wee not statistIciilly signtficant. (2) The .

5-year-olds achieved higher scores than the 6-year-olds on
all DIM grammatical categories eicept Indefinite Pronwns,
Conjunctions, and Interrogative Reversals. Since Main Verbs,
Conjunctions, and Indefinite Pronouns, in that order, ail, the
grammatical categories that discriminate best between ad-
jacentige groups, the 8-year-olds shOwed greater linguistic '
maturity by scoring higher on two of these three. (3) The 5-
year-olds had a higher mean PPVT score than the 6-year-
olds, the difference approaching significance at .085. (4) The
5-year-olds had a lower mean error rate than the 6-year-olds '
but the difference was not statistically significant. (5) Female
subjects had a lower mean error rate than male subjects, the
difference being statistically significant arthe .05 level.

' (6) Error types were quite consisteet, being, in order, Incor-
rect use of pronouns, of verbs, especially the simple past
tense, omission of forms of *bee, have', and infinitive "tog,
incorrect use of or omission of preposition, and lack of-Con-
cord..

The assumption that children acquire language at widely
varying rates-appears to be justified.' The older.childrendid
not show clear. superiority over the ybunger group although,-
they spoke much niore readily. Even thtugh these children
scored at the 10th percentile 9f DSS norms tor normal 1C,hlte
middle-class American children, they can still be considered
to have done remarkably well cbpsidering the factors of isola-
tion, racial and cultural differences, and bilingualism.

ye,
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A STUDY OF THE ASSESSMENT OF LANGUAGE DOMI-.
NANCE AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION Order No. 7922V18

BARNETT-GARCIA, Nancy C., Ph.D? The University of
Rochester, 1979. 208pp.

The first objective is to determine the reliability and valid-
ty of the Langeage Assignment Umpire (L.A.U.) language

dominance telt. This instklment measures language demi-
.nance through four language-related tasks; sentence repett-
tion, synonyms, antonyms, and digit-reverse : The second
objective is to determine, from L.A.U. Ie4tts and other lan-
guage data, the effectiveness of the Rochest r (New York) bi-
lingual program in improving the English ana Spanish skills
of its participants. The performance of bilinpal students in
synonym formation and digit-reversal tasks is of spbdial in-
terest with regard to substantiating earlier research about
bilingual prOfiCiency in these skills. .

.

In 1978, 126 students (all bilingual to varying degrees) were
given the L.A.V. They also completed a questionnaire regard-

. . ing language usage in domains outside of school. Students in..

Group A (fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders) were enrolled in
" the hilingual program. Experimental Group '13 Included 32

seventh- and eighth-grade SpNish-speaking students who had
received at least [hie years of bilingual instruction. Control
Group C Included 92 Spanish-speaking students in the seventh
and eighth grades who had received at least five years of tradi-
tional instruction in English. The tvting of Group C was fliped

- and stored, then rescored by the other two raters involved in
Tt

---: . the testing. Twenty-three students from Group A were retested
-;. Ilix months later. All Statistical data were derived by computer.

d analysis (SPSS). The linkuistic analysis of the test examined
lexlealllifficulty and counts of phonemes, syllables, words, imd
morphemes. The sentence repetition items were studied for
syntactic cemplexity. ,...,

It was found that the L.A.U. is a reasonably reliable testing
instrument. Although the L.A.U. was not designed to measure
language proficiency, its validity was determined for both its
aidlity to idebtify language dominance and its ability to measure'
proficiency in the two languages. Correlations with external
criteria (the Metropolitan Achievement 'test and the Langage
Assessment Battery) demonstrkte that the L.A.U. accurately
measures the English proficiency of students who scored either
very well or very poorly. L.A.U. student scores in the middle
range appear to be inflated. In addition, as student age in-
creases, the validity-of the English section decreases. The
methods used in constructing the Spanish section appear vela
However, the items used in this section are more difficult.
There is also greater syntactic difficulty in the Spanish sen-
tence-repetition item's. These observations lead to the cen-
elusion that, in the form used at the time of this field-testing,
the Englishtand Spanish sections were not comparable for pur-
poseiof identifying language dominance.

Results from the group domparison study indicate that Ws-, panic students educated bilingually do not perform 'as well in -

E,glish as Hispanic students educated in English, and that all
- hispanic students are performing slightly below monolingual

English-speaking students. As.expected, the L.A.U. English
synonym task was the Rart that created the most difficulty for
Group B students. Group B students scored higher.on the digitr
reilersal trsk in both Spanish and EnglishrWhich substantiated

. earlier evidbnce- that bilinguality.enhanc'es ability in compute-
tional skills. Group B stbdents scored significantly hiiher than
%Group C studgnts on 'the Spanish sectren of the-L.A.U.
. This study is limited to linguispc effects; that is, the aca-
demic skills of the two groups were not compared. .However,.
since-lithuage skids are basic to success in'every krea of
education, bililigual education can be beneficial iqseveral re-
spects. The digit-reversal evidence quggests that bilingual. I
education offers extra-linguistic Penefits. The results of this
study point'both to the need for pla,cifig greater emphasis on
improving-the English-Skills Of Hispanic students add also to

some linguistic advantages of.bilingual education.

4'

'IMICUMITIC STYLE-SHIFTING IN BLACK ENGLISH
Order No. 7925109

BAUGH, John Gord .o.n; Jr., Ph.D. Univeneliy of Pennsylvania,
197111.45Opp. 4tipervillor: 'William Labov

The process of linguistic style shifting among adult bla ck
English vernacular speakers is.examined. Data,for this re-
search have been gathered from the same informants'over a
four-yaar period under a yariety of circumstances. Four spe-
'Ailed speaking contexts have been4ntroduced to examine
changes in linguistie behavior that ire obsarvid in different
social settings.. The linguistic analysis is divided into three
sections; lexical variation, phonological "Hatton, and a ;tom-
puterixed analysis of variable rules for blatk Englioh are pre-

' ',Mod. Because of the traditional stigma still liorne by ble,pk
Eaglish, it has been ngcessary to stress the social netwerks of
informants as well as the researcher's goal of obtaining evi-
dence that corresponds closely to conversations in everyday

4. life. The historical theories typically associated with Afro-
American dialects are reviewed, thereby exposing gaps in the
existing evidence on black Englinh. More importantly, however,
the present examination provides,a detailedliccount of linguistic

..,style shifting that has direct implications for a tomprehendles
linguistic theory. Specifically from the standpoint of black En.-
glish, the findings demonstrate that mingled social and linguistic
constraints variably affect speaking styles under'differing
cumstonces. While the data reVeal that social contexts can lir
nificantly affect some aspects of linguistic behavior, the final,
analysis demonstrates no simple one-to-one relationship. Some
limas* variables ore influenced greatly by speaking drams-
elenees; others, because of infernal linguistic factors, are not. "
Tie variation that has be*n observed, however, is more semi-,
tive to the familiarity with one anOther of participants in the
speech event than to other social criteria.

4

ORA1, LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT. BY SENTENCE REPETI-
%1ON: VALIDITY AND, RELIABILITY . Order No. 7920059

BLOWER, Denni's Franklin, Ph.D. The Univers*, of Texas
at Austin:19'M 137pp. Supervisor: Lennart L. Kopra

. ,

A need exists for instruments to asse s the oral language
sanabilities Of children in beginning and e rly school grades
who come from environments A here Spanish or Spanish arid
English are spoken. The simpl technique of Aenteoce »pith.
tion offers promise for the development of such orallanguage
assessment instruments, but has been utilized very little. In
the present study, an oral lapguage assessment instrument
based on sentence reoetition was constructed whichltested
twelve Spanish grammatical features and twelve English .gram-
matical features.
validity of the insfruie
first and second gr

eliability (split-half) and predictive
t were assessed for A sample of-91
iiildron who represented -various de-

grees of Spanish-English bilinguklism. Qoefficients of reliabil-
itT and validity were high enough to .warrant 4pplication and

-further evaluation of the instrument. Recommendations include
suggestions for further validation indfor interpretation and
utilization of test soores.



VISUAL PERCEP_TIO6 .AND THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH
' Order No. 7919649

a

BOYD, Melba Joyce, A.D. ,TI le University of Miehigan; 1979.
146pp, Chairmah: Alan Hcemes.

,'" ...

. In Visual Perception and the Teaching of English; I evaluate
4 thie current failure of public edutation to provide a viable sys. '

tem whereby Black students can obtain literacy skills. This
valtiation entails an analysis of the bocial consequences of il-
literacy as well as the educational institution's responsitiility
for the current traVesty in the cognitive subjects. I offer a

--- more progressive educational philosophy which encOurages a
#reative, analytical, interdisciplinary curriculum as an answer

to thes problems and a plan for using film to reach the visually
briented student of the urban culture. -

This dissertation focuses on the Detroit area where I, a
Black female, received my elementary and secondary education,.
and now teach'. I include my knowledge nd experiences as an --

English teacher, having taught on secondary, community col-
lege &Rd university levels. I focus on the psychelOgical effects
ot-racism in the -Classroom as well as racial-tliscrimination in
th hiring and granting of tenure in the universities that train
most tachers in the public education systeme. The discussb:m
on public education in Detroit also explains why the system's
inability to understand the cultural differences of minority tau-
dents, makes it impossible far the schools to educate with sen-
sitivity and humanity.

Creative film is presented as a mechanism more capable
of teaching literacy than the conservative relianee on tradi-
tional podagogy. An analysis between the compositional struc-
ture of film and literature is drawn to explain how,one art form
can help Black students is learning of linguar skills. The
analogy demonstrates how using film to teach students, who ark
products of the eontemporary audio-visual era, involves a tech- .

nological art form that is capable of developing visual pircep.
non, which is key to thinking and writhtg procesges.

An image-word approach for learning language is presented
as a more reasonable method for black students. Through a
practical discussion on imagery an die verbal processes, I
study the nature and quality of Ian e in general, and Black

. English in particular, to indicate the imp role imagery
plays in MI communication of abstract an74:irete meanings.
An exunination of the ppetics of prose provides an alternative
approach to the compositional process; class.ifying grammar

. and punctuatiOn as editig considerations so they do not inter-
fre with the composing process. The emphasis in this method

... of teaching writing focuses on the development of visual per-
ception hi life and in imagination.

The seoond half of the paper documents the practical appli-
- qation of these beaching theories as presented during an intern-

ship at Wayne State University. Discussion on the films and the
literature used presents the objectives of each assignment and
student response. Examples of student writing, indicating
growth and advancement in composition and comprehension,
are included in evidence of theilliccess of the project. Discus-

. sion of Student pertonalittes as well as the general atmosphere
't of the classroom is includedIo give a-more complete pichwe

IT,5,of the educational experience. ,

Visual Perception and the TeaChing ot'English is a study in
orsative analysis that conchuies why it is imperative that the '
public education system restructure antiquated concepts that
stifle stUdents, Black or White. This project severely criti-
cizes and documents the faHure of public education, but offers
ajeasonable and more .progressive attitude and approach for
teaching English througti the use of fitlm.

*.
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READING' AND DIALECT: AN INVESTIGATION OF Mg
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN READING COMPREHENSION
AND BLACK-DIALECT DENSITY Order No. 7922113

BR1SARD, Yvonne Stephavie, Ph.D. The University el' Wig.
consin-Madison, 1979. R7pp. Supervisor: Professor Wayne
Otto

The purpose of this itudy wa'S to investig ate the relatIOn-
shlp between rAcling comprehension and dialect density In -
linguietically different students living In two different areas.
Three general questions formed the basis for this invitstlga-
Um). First, will reading coMprehenelon scores differ *between
the two groups? Second, will the density of dialect in oral
speech 41ffer behveen the two groups? Third, is reading com-
prehension related to the density in oral speech?

The subjects for this study were sixtY third grade stude4s
attending two public schools. One.school was located In atr-'

'Inner city community of ChicAgo, the oiher school was located
In a south tiuburban community of Chicago. Using a table of
random numbers, an equal number of subjects was selected
from each school.

To Investigate the relationships between reading compre-
, hension and dialect density, two asAessment tools were em-

ployed.. First, reading comprehension was assessed with the
comprehension sub-test -of the Gates -MacGinftle Reading Test.
Second, dialect density was assessed with the Indax of Dialect
Density. Arianalysis of variance, .an 'analysis of co-variance,
and a measure of statistical correlation were used to examine
the data.

The statistical findings related to the first question, regard-
ing reading comprehension-scores, show that subjects attending
school ih the inner city score lower than subjects attending the
non-inner city schOol. Findings related to the second question,
dialect density, shOw that subjects attending school in the inner
city exhibit a greater use of dialect in oral speech and achieve
a higher sore for dialect density. Ttie resülts related to the .

third.question, the relationOlp between realing comprkhenelon
and dialect density, indicate an invera correlation betwesn
'reading comprehension and dialect density. The canclusion,
then, is that the density of dialect in ore] speech appears to
affect rqading comprehension. However, when the data wen

.examined with dialect density held constant, reading compre-
hension was still lower In the inner city. This finding suggestt
that other factors in addition to dialect are operative In the
inner clty.

;

A TWO-YEA LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF ORAL IVAD-
PING RRO,RS MADE D/ KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST GRADE,
LO -SES STUDENTS TAUGHT WITH A CODE-EMPHASIS
iit l'AM 'Order No. 7927235

/ CARNINE, Linda McRoberts, Ph.D. University of Oregolt, 1979.
199pp. Adviser: Dr, Karl Hesse

Research On oral reading errors has found At children'
progreps through a different sequence of reading stilitogles
relative to instructional approach. Only one longitudinal study
has investigated oral reading errors of firSf-grade children .
taught with a phonics, code-emphasis approach (Cohen, 197).
The 'current investigation was designed to replicate thirearlIer
research and extend it to coyer two years of instruction with a
lsow-SES American Indian population. -,

Trends in oral-reading errors of kindergarten and first-
Fade children instructed with synthetic-phonics materials and
Methods were analyzed. Data.were collecyd.on fifty-three kin-

' dergartendand fifty-eight first-grade children from mid-Octbber
to Jwte, reading test selections geared to their instructional
levet; approximately four times during the investigation period.
The test materials, specially designed to match students' in-
structional levels, contained samples of practiced and transfer
vocabulary. Comparisons of oral reading strategies across
these various word types were made.



Errors on eaclitest selection weraclassified initially by
general category, and then into subcategories by degree of
graphic and contextual approximation to the printed text. Per-
centages of each type of error were calculated and reported
over the ten selections, which spanned the two grade levela of
instruction.

Kindergarten and first-grade performapce on the ten selec-
tions showed a trend toward more accnrateyeading ()Ver the.
eight-month period, suggesting the development of critical
reading strategies utilized by the mature reader. Students made
over twice as many errors on transfer words as compared to
practiced vocatnaary, even though transfer words cOmprised
'only about one-quarter of the words,in each test selection.

Confirming previous research was titb high incidence of
Nonsense word errors, which occurred more frequently on
transfer vocabulary. 'Real Word substitutions still comprised
a majority of the general errors follOwed by Nonsense and No
Response errors. When comparing kindergarten with first
grade, movement from Nouse!' Se to more Real Worll substitu-
tions appeared to be associated with more proficient reading.
A dramatic increase in tsto Response errors in first grade dis-
confirmed Cohen's findings of a high, initial incidence of No
Response errorS followed by a rapid deciline. It was speculated
that No Response errors were not frequent in kindergartenbe-
cause children were given a definite sou'nd-it-out strategy early
in instruction. These No Response errors increased, however,
as first graders attempted to read more for meaning and con-
tinued to strive for accuracy. The final general category, Self
correcting, showed an upward trend over the two years of in-
struction on practiced vocabulary.

Three-fourths of the errors wek,a highly similar in terms I

of graphic approximation, a finding that was consistent, with
other error research on phonics-taught beginnin readers.
Only a quarter of the errors were contextually acceptable (also
confirming previous research), althougH there was a slight
trend toward greater use of.contextull cues in first grade. It
is hypothesized children also used contextual cues in accu-
rately reading various phonetically inconsistent transfer word
tyPes.

A Home Language Probability Index,.,based on socioeconomic
and home language factors, was developed in order io group
children into language-abilitl groups. Comparisons between
groups on evor trends were planned, itthe Index predicted
later re:iding achievement, and reading and,language instruc-.
tIonal progress. The Index was not predictive, suggesting that
the SES factors were not strongly assZTIzted with early reading
performance when children received quality instruction. In-
stead a post hoc analysis of high and low.-ability kindergarteners
was conducted.

MULTIPLE MEASURES OF SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISI-
TION AMONG HISPANIC CHIMR.EN IN A BILINGUAL
,PROGRAM Order No. 7921551

COOLEY, Hiram William, Ph.D. The University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison, 1979. 211pp. Supervisor: Professor Robirt E.
DavidsonI

Bilingual/bidiftecttel Hispanic children from subcultural
inorities show a measured cumulative deficit ikeducational

ta. Bilingual eaucation has been advocated by its pro-
ponents its overconoing the problems such children experiefice.
This study sought to examine bilingual language acquisition
among linguistically.divergent Children using four methods to
do this: +psychological testing, sociolinguistic'interviews, ob-

. nervation and ethnography.
The testing results,AggeSt that a drop may exist In mei-

loured reading competence..when children are Introduced to
a second language. Interview data reflected'clearly that the
language spoken in the home is an important variable to take
Into account when studying language behavior pf bilingual chill
.dren. Both the .role of the Interactant and the language domi.
-mince of tile child were significantly related to the proportion
Of Spanish spoken by these chiledren.

a

0

A 0011APARATIVE STUDY INVESTIGATINO ACHIEVED
'READING LEVEL, SELF-ESTEEM AND ACHIEVED
GRADE POINT AVERAGE GIVEN VARYING PARTICI-
PAT1ON PERIODS IN A RILIINITAL ELEMENTARY
PROGRAM Order No. 7919061

CUR1EL, Herman, Ph.D. Texas A&M University, 1979.
148pp. Chairman: Dr. Walter F. Stenning

A quasi-experimental research design was timid to compere
twO groups of similar students. Both groups were Mexican-
American seventh grade studentelho were enrolled in.a tradi-
tional junior high school curricula) where all subject matter
was presented in English. For purposes of this study an ele-
moMary bilingual program ot varied time was treated as the
independent variable. One group, the experimei1a4 group (bi-
lingual group) was taught for one or more years in an elemen-
tary bilingual program. Tbe control group (monolingualgroUP)
was taught in a traditional elementary program where all sub-
ject matter was p'resented in English. The dependent vari-
ables examined for comparison purposes included: Seventh
and sixth grade reading levels, grade i)oint average achieved '
during grades one through six, and for the seventh'grade; and
self-esteeni at the completion of the seventh grlide.

Reading level was obtained by use of a school adminis-
tered test, tile Iowa Test of Basic Skills, which yielded scores
on reading comprehensiOF,-languaffilifile, and vocabulary.
Self-esteem was measured by use of the Piers-Harriti Self-
Concept Scale. The obtained measures were subject to analy-
sts of variance (ANOVA) to determine the significance of
group differences between the experimental and controlgroups.
Reading scores and school marks, i.e., grades were obtained
from the students' school records. The Piers.Harris Self -
Conce t Scale was group administered birit-einvestigator.

mograi)FiTand socioeconomic data were obtained from each
student by means of an individual interview.

Conclusions:

The significance of . s used as a basis for the rejec-
tion of the null hypotheses. Based on the statistical results
the following ynClusions were drawn:

1. Length of time in the elementary bilingual program whether
it was one to three years, or four to seven years p'roduced
equal results in seventh grade school performance measures,
i.e., reading scores and grade poini average; and obtained
measures of self-esteem.

2, The control students who were instructed in English for
six or more years achieved higher scores on all three mea-
sures of reading at the completion of elementary school.

3. The experimental and control students achieved corparable
seventh grade reading scores on two of three reading mea-
sures obtained at the cOrnpletion of seventh grade. There
were no statistically significant differences between the ex-
perimental and control groups on the readingcomprehension
and voabulary test scores. The cOntrol students" tilst
scores on the English language skills were significantly
higher.

4. The study ,found that there were no statistically significant
differences between the experimental and control groups en
the total scores of the piew-Harris Self-Concept Scale. On
two of the six subscales t* group scores revealed significant
differences. The control group had higher,.scores on tps anxi-
ety subscale,meaning that the control group perceived them-.
Selves as more free of anxiety. The experimental group had
higher scores on the Happiness and Satisfaction subscale which
translates to a perceived higher-W/4;174 rtWi--.--)piness and self-
satisfaction.

5. The study found that the experimental students achiaved a
significantly higher grade point average in elementary e4IshOol
grades one through six,

6. 411te study found that there were no statistically significant
differences between the experimental and control grOups on
achieved grade point average in the first year of junior high
school.



NY.

Itscommendations:
Babe& on the oonclusions rendered in the study, the writer

strongly recontment that:
1. ,The study be replicated with the same sample at the tu-
dents' coinpletion oi junior high school and that the study in-
clude Measures of,.school absenteeism and retention.

2. Theistudy be repeated 11/ith the same sample at the students'
completion of senior high school.

3. A similar study be replaated using a much larger sample.

AFFECTIVE VARIABLES AND ORAL ENGLISH PROFI
CIENCY OF MEXICAN AMERICAN 'MIGRANT STUDENTS

Order No. 7910537

FLORES,- Valentina Melchor, Ed.D. University of-Houston,
1978. 111pp.

This study attempted to replicate Gardner and ILambert4
(1972) research in Canada Concerning the importance of atti-
tudes and motivation and second-language acquisition. The
major focus of the study was to investigate a particular set of
affective variables and their relationship to oral English pio-
floiency of adolescent Mexican American migrant, students.
Attitudinal variables selected were the following: (1) attitude
toward hnglo Ainerican culture; (2) Identification with Anglo
American culture; (3) lack of identification with either culture
(anomie); (4) preference to associate with (a) Mexica.n Amer-
icans who usually speak Spanish, (b) Mexican Americans iiho
usually speak English, .(c) Anglo Americans who usually speak
English, (d) Anglo Americans who usually speak Spanish; and
(5) a motivational orientation)for learning a second language,
two dimendions of this orientation being insjrumental and inte-
grative.

Eighty eighth grade migrant students from three school dis-
tricts in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas were selected to par-
ticipate in the study.

Hypothesis 1 predicted that there would be a significant
positive Matronship between a student'S attitudes toward Anglo
American culture and his/her oral proficiency in -English.
The second hypothesis predicted a significant positive rela-
tionship between student identification with Anglo American
Culture and oral proficiency in English. The third hypothesis
predicbod *significant negative relationship between a student's
feelings of anomie and oral proficiency in English. The fourth
hypotheeis predicted a aignificant relationship between a obi-
dent's Associative preference and oral proficieney in Englieh;
that is, the more a student prefers to associate with Anglo
Americans or Meidcan Americans who speak.English, the
more profitient the student will be in speaking English. Hy-
-pothetis 5 predicted a significant positive relationship between
a student's motivational orientation, either instrumental or
integrative, and oral proficiency'in English. The sixth tiypoth-
@silt predicted a significant positive relationship between a
student's attitudes on each of the above mentioned variables
considered as a group and oral proficiency in English.

What the results tended to indicate is that no relationship
was stablished between the integrative motivational orienta-
tion for learning English as a second language and oral English
proficiency. No conclusive evidence was established between
the btstrumental motivational orientation to learn English staid
oral English proficiency; but the data did show a trend in this
directiOn. These findings tend to contradict Gardner and LAM-
birt's Moutreal studies in which they found a correlation IA-
tween Integrative motivation and proficiency in the second lan-
guage. Social distance, socioeconomic status, and language
status differences in the population investigated may account
ifor,,the conflicting results.

r
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TATTLER: ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCA ON PATTERNS
O COMMUNICATON IN A BLACK COMMUNITY

t-- Order No. 7927347

GARNER, Thurmon, Ph,r.) Northwestern Unlversity:1979.
262pp. Adviser: Irving J. Rein

. .

A persistent theMe filters through the literature on black
experiences: that slack life is dysfunctional, in disarray, and ,

unorganized. While growing up in a black environment, I be-.
.came acquainted with images that portrayed whites employing
a communication system that itself was.in disarray, dysfunc-
tional, and unorganized. Roger D. AbrahamstGrace Sims Holt, -

and Elliot Liebbw hint at an answer' te these opposing view-
.

points. They conclude that blacks have communication pat;
terns that operate differently from white patterns ofermu-
Vcation. Therefore, in this study,. I proposed to examine,
cummunication strateglis in a black community and to dim- "
cover the envirom4ntil influencep on the devplo.pment of those
strateglei. In short, my Ail is't0 ekplot:e.enviromnentalin'-
fiuences on the development of negotiation strategies in a black

i. .community. ,

The metbpd of study was participant observation. 'The re-
search was conducted over a period of 18 mouths in a small
midwest community near Detroit, Michigan. "Tattier" is
the pseudonym given to the community under study. The'pop-
ulation of the community was estimated at around 2,700 people.
The great majority of the people who lived there were black.

The emphasis of the study is 'rhetorical. The essay it on
communication strategies, tactics, and survtval techniques.
An attempt has been made to explain 016 interplay, the ex-
change of 'real and symbolic influences, and the plrsuasiVe

'.' in*act of a black community environment on a black audience. ,
Pursuant to this end, the writer first reviews the tera-

ture in an attempt .to provide insightsabout the curre mage
of the black community. Chapter II, entitled "Tattler, is Its
attempt to convey a vivid picture of the sights and sourids of
the community. This chapter presents a rounded view di corn-
mtknity life and at the same Utile places an emphasis on com-
munity members and their perceptions of Tattler. Hopefully, ,
this chapter will provide the realer withla.feel for the. corn-.
munity and-the people who live Were. The third ghttpter in-
titled "Training in Rhetbrical Skills," eiaimine8 tilg effects of
envirbnmental influences on the development, understanding,
and attitudes of youth toward life as an event to 14 negotlatcd.
It is suggested in this chapter that the envirbpments where
black youth are trained to negotiate will heti) them to snrviVe
in later life. The fourth chapter is a contimtaiko ofthe ex- '
amintlion af stylistic and expressive comnaintation behav-
tom The rhetorical impact of hand gestures, walks, and fa-
cial expressions is discussed. Chapter V is concerd with
"Rhetorical Issues." There is in this chavteran exami ion
of the *public meeting places," the issues that concern people
in those "meeting places," and the rhetorical Strategies fhat
people in public places use to resolve the issues. "ChapterVI

'introduces and examines the types of rhetorical strategies
that members of the Tattler community use to ensure coop-
ration among one another. Chapter VII is the conclusion, and
centers on implications, conclusions, and considerations for
future research that can bo drawn from the study.

One finds in a study such as this.that there is a common
body of rhetorical arguments or strategies which people use
irreveryday life. Because of the spontaneous nature of daily ..
interactions, the rhetorical strategies 'do not call attention_
to themselves." They are rfietorical strategieslhat individ-
uals use Po adjust and readjust to each other in spontaneous
discourse. And the observation of the interplay between the
individual and his social environment helps tOprovide an un-
derstanding of how people mobilize communication strategists
in order to Cope with the activities of the day.



DIALECT SPEAKING CHILDREN'S USE OF CONTEXTUAL
AND QRAPHIC INFORMATION IN LEARNING TO READ '

Order No: 7923599

GISEDEMAH, Gwendolyn Louise, Ed.D. Columbia University
Teithers College, 1979. 165pp. Sponsor: Anne McKillop

,

This study focussed on Dialect Speaking Children's Use of
Contextual and Graphic Information in Learning to Read. It ex-1
amined changes over time in (a) specific error types, and (b)in
grammattcal acceptability of errors. It analysed (c) whether
goOd and poor readers and (d) rural and Urban -readers differ
in the types of errors made, (e) whether rural and urban read-
rs diffir la reading ability, and (f) whether readers make re-
sponsea in their spoken dialect.

The sampio consisted of 50 children, 25 rural and 25 urban.
The rural group comprised 12 boys and 13 girls, with mean
Chronological age of 6.4 years, and mean mental age, on the
'Pinter Cunningham Primary Intelligence Teht, of 4.7 years,
The children came from unskilled, farming families. The urban
groUp of 25, consisted of 12 boys and 13 girls, with mean chron-
ological age of 6.5 years and mean mental age score 5.8 year..
The parents or guardians were skilled and semi-skilled work-
ers. An Oral Language Competence test showed that the urban
children's score was higher.than the rural childien's. Forty-
one (101..ural and 21 urlian) children completed the study.

Instruction combined the basal reader approach and phonics.
Teachers followed instructions outlined in prepared manuals.
Checks were made to ensure that -the manuals were being fol-
lowed.

Data were collected over seven months on passages using
words the children had already met in their readers. Children's
oral responses were recorded on tape and prepared copies of
the content. Contextual errors were categorized as "No Re-
spkinse," "Word Substitution," "Insertion," "Omission," and
'Self-Ccirrection. Attempts at "Spelling" or "Sounding-our
wre recorded. Errors- were analysed for their grammalicality
or dialect usage.

The percentage of each score in an error category expressed
as the percentage of tolal errors "was computed for (a) each
month of the study, and for major errors, for (b) the first and
second half of the study and (c) the full period. Word Substitu-
tion errors were broken down into five graphic similarity error
types, "Story," "Non-Systematic," "Article or Small Function
Word," "First or Last-Letter Correct," and words having "A4
Least Half of the Letters of the Stimulus"; and the percentage
of each type computed. The t.test for non-independent samples
was applied to (a) paired month's scores, (b) first and second
half period scores bf major contextual and graphic similarity
errors, grammatically acceptaiile errors, and dialect errors,
for all the groups. The t-test for independent samples wall used
for assessing (a) differences in error types It tween good and
poor readers, rural and urban readers, and-) difference. in
oral reading achievement between rural and urban readers. The
Spearman r was used to determine patterns of growth or decline
among the monthly means of major errors. The level of confi-
'dews was p < .05.

"No Response" errors declined over time for the total group.
"Word Substitution* errors increased for all,categories of read-
ers. More "Half of the Letters of the Stimulus" were used at
the end of the study than at the beginning, with good readers
making more of these errors. "Grammatical Acceptable" er-
rors.did not increase for any of the groups but good readers
made more "Grammatically Acceptable" errors than poor read-,
ere. Urban readers made more "No Response" errors than
rUral readers, while rural readers made more "WordSubsti-
tution" errors. Urban readers' errors were more grammati-
cally acceptable than rural readers'. There was no difference
between their 'Graphic Approximation" errors, or final readiNi
achievement. Readers all made relatively few errors in their
spoken dialect. Comparisons with beginning readers' error
patterns In other countries were discussed.

I.
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sTuDir 'OF BLACK ENGLISH AND STANDARD ENGLISH
WITH REFERENCE TO LINGUISTIC PROBLEMS OF
STUDENTS IN A C6LLEGE W11'H A -BLACK HEelTAGE

Order no 7928293 -'

'GRAY, Mady Oen,*Ph.D, The University of Texas at Austi '3--
1979. 215pp. Stifiervisors: John G. Bordie and Roge
Abrahams

Studies have shown that students"Whose dominant dialect,
Black Engliah are tTpedeci in their academic progress by-11d4; TTguistic- problems.(n their Standard English communication
skills.

Thie study is concerned with the linguistic problems of col-
lege students who are speakers of Black English antifor %Own
a regular Freshman English curriculum would not suffice. It
is the task of English teachers to teach and assist theee stu-
dents in the acquisition of competency in Standard English.

The purpose of this study is to p English teachers
from the dominant culture of the U. S . whose linguidie gx-
periencea are mainly Standard En h both background inter-
illation and teaching guidelines for the teaching of English to
Black Elaglish dominant students at predominantly Mack col-
leges iind universities.

The objectives of this study are to acquaint, teachers with'
five language aspects that have direct relevance to their teach-
mg of Stahdard English to Black English speakers at the oolleget
level.. These objectives are: (I) To acquaint teachers with th!

,linguistio and sociolinguistic aspects of Black English; the
native dialect, by the presentation of areview of variousimints
of view Within the literature On Black English. It la strongly
believed that familiarity with'the students'vlanguage and Cul-
tural hmkground will ensure a better perception anti under-
standing of the students' native dialect. (2) To aequaint teach-
ers with the broad perspective of Standard English, the, target
dialect, ale social, national, and international language. This
perspective demonstrates the dealrabillty of students including
Standard English competence in their linguistic repertoire.
(3) To acquaint teachers With students' attitudes toward Stan-
dard Eivglish and Black English io that they will be able to
teach Black college students more perceptively. This study
presents the results of,a student response questionnaire
linguage'awareness. (4) To acquaint teacher. with 'the'
standard English linguistic features which have been ikrittWat
SS stigmatized Black English linguistic patterns. Examamtlon
of Samples of students' writing and an analysis of the linguistic
nature and frequency of occurrench of nonstandard features in
students' writing provide information on the linguistic areas in
which the Students need intensive practice. (5) To.acqualnt
teachers with the teaching of Standard English as a 'second
dialect (TESD)'approach. This 'study presents a review of
TESD methods of .various educators and linguists, and this
writer's applied linguistic approach based on contrastive
analysis.

READING INTERESTS RESPONSES OF BLACK ADOLES-
CENTS TO A BI-RACIAL ANNOTATED FICTITIOUS TITLES
SURVEY' Order No. 7924734

KATZ, Rita Shirley, Ph.D. University of Pittsburgh, 1979.-
193pp.

- The purpose of thin study watt to identify the expressed read-
ing interests of 360 black adolescents from two urban Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania schools. Reading preferend variables
studied 4n this survey were age and sex of the reader, plot cate-
gory, and race of the major figure or figures. Special attention
was also giVen to comparing the relationship between reading
interests of the black students in this study and the reading In-
terests of Caucasian students of the same age groups as re+
ported in previous studies.

A Bi-Ricial Annotated Fictitious Titles 'Survey (HAFTS)
was developed by the researcher for written presentation to
black adolescents in their English classrooms.'`The 48 inno-
WI, fictitious titles covered twelve general areas Of literary



plot categories, with half of the annotations relating to black .

figures.withie the story content. The 50-minute survey was .
adntinietered to 25 Individual classes, eneompassing four age
imps, feurthen,lifteen, sixteen and seventeen, with a mini-
mum response level of 40 studentt for each age group, for a
total of 192 girls and 168 boys.

One Major statistical design was used in the BAFTS: A Foul.-
Way Ana. lois \if Variance42x4X2x11) with repeated measures

4n the last two factors Wa.0 employed. Fbrty-four titles grouped
into eleven categories with two MIMI ekch for-books with black
and with-whitb figures were analyzed. The Scheffe Multiple
Comparts* procedure Fits employecf between category means
to determine areas of signifihnce. In addition, general descrlp-
ttys measures were used with the inclusion of the additiOnal
categories of Romande and Black-White Roma/Pre. ,

In the Four-Way Analysis of Vartance,'AgntfiCant
enees were found for both student response to plot categary

' (.001 level) and race of the major figure or figures (.001 level):
Sex wateeot found to be a significant determine/ and age was
not found to be a slgnificant determiner Of \-eading Intereste.-
However, there were'five.differenceS found for the interactipne.
between Independent -variables. Significant interactions were
foulid between age of the reader and. category (.05 level), age;
sex of thi ready' and category (.05 level), sex of thereader
category (.001.le.vel), category .and race of the major figure .

livelY, and sex of the reader, category and race (.05 level)..
Nine of the eleven categories wlth black figures had means sig-
nificantly higher than the same categories with white,figures.

There were considerable differences In reading interests
whoa racial content and plot categorles were taken into consid-
oration. eJ.\

There were significant differences betweeu mean scores
, for.theoleven categories, with peer, reality-based stories and

supernatural stories scoring significantly-higher than m'ost
other stories.

Zr Fourteen and seventeen year olds were most alike in their.
interests, while fotirteen year old males and fifteen year old
females were the most difficult.

3. Female students responded with a high degree of interest to
' all four Romance stories, while the`males-res_Ponded with a

high degree of interest to only the black-Whit6 Romance stories

41 Female interests seemed more,clearly defined, and did not
pry greatly with age. Male interests Were less defined and
varied With age to a greater degfee.

5. Race, as a significant factor in interests, was hidicated by

.

Hie total ;mean score for the eleven black-figured categories,
being signifitantly higher than the total mean icore for the
eleven categories making no reference to black figures.

6. AOth male 'and female students of this study woulti possibly
read more and over a wider range of topics if racial identifi-
cation with materials were possible for them.

'A STRUCTURAL ANALYSTS OF THE ORAL LANGUAGE OF
DISADVANTAGED .11LACK- CHILDREN IN EAST CHICAGO,

;INDIANA: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY Order No. 7926399

KRAjEWSKI, Raymond Joseph, Ph.D. Purdue Unlversi.ty, 1979.
91pp." Major Professor: Arnold Lazarus -

The prlmary purpose of this,1 ngltudinal study was to de,-
scribe the syntactic stractures employed in the'speech samples
et black children Origfna.11y'enrolledt in the Head Start program
conducted by the East Chicago, Indlana, schools during the sum-

itmer-, of 19035. Focusing on the clause, the 'E-unit (in independent
Clause and all accompanying dependent clauses), and 'sentence=
embedding" transformations, the description included classifi-
cation and computation of:

1. The number of main clauses falling within.each of four-
. teen possible patterns

2: The average number of words per clau-ie

3. The average numben of words.per T-unit

,

4. The ratio of elaus-ds to T-units

5. The number of "sentence-pmbedding" transformations
used per T-unit (includinVnominal, advetbial, and coor-
dinating structures).

The ,central question evolving from this de.scription is whether .
or not the, pattern of syntactic development evidenced in the .

langiAage samples Of these disadvantaged black children differs
frOm th# of middle-class children in other studies.

Laqivage sainplas were obtained at three different periods
of edeAtional development 11) July, 1965, as they began their
.Head3tart experience; to May, 1969, as they moved Into the .

chriors departm9ntalized programs; and in May, 1978, as they
ipproaehed the normal date of graduation.. Those taped lan-
juage samplesi obtained idan adult-child setting through plc-
tare stimuli, were transcribed orthographically for the analrtia'
productftg thVollowing findings;

1. AglYsis of the 65,751 word corpus revealed a 4Iffi de-
cr lane in-the' ratio of mazes to T-tinits and a 25% xi's:hit-
t n in maze length.. While the average number of mazes

-r student remained fairly stable, most Mazes were
produced by arfew pupils.

While an fourteen clause patterns appeared in Head Start
samples, four patterns accounted for,90t of the clauses.
This peqentage *id the Head Start pattern prpfile re-
mai* relatively constant over the yeari. The ratlo of

'partials tils-units dropped from 2.414 to .146 over thlr-
years.

3. Alt ough the averngo words per transcript increased by
onl 43 words from the third to the twelfth grade,'mean
T a't1 It length increased at every level (5.38, 6.97:10.26).
Me T-unit length for this sample' was below that of
mid le-class pupils in other studies,

4. The mean number of clauses Increased over the grades.
Whil the ratio of all dependent clauses to T-units rose
shah) the rati of the adverbial clause was greatest
After gra e,. mean clause length remainbd fairly
constant.

5. The density of transform in relation to T-Units Increased Y

at every level. Although nominal transforms predomi-
nated at all grade levels, the greatest gain occurred in
adverbial transfornIs. The most.freqfienk noun-headed
nomlnal structures were the noun + possessive, thE
noun + adjective, and the 'noun 4- prepositional phrase.

-While non-headed structures appeared less freqUently,
noun clauses.Sukpassed all other nominal constructions
by grade twelve. These noMinals were most likely to
fUnction grammatically -as direct obijecte, subjects, ob-
jects of prepositions, and subject complements.

: 6. Among'coordinating structures formed by transfOrma-
tii)ns, those linking nominals a ) red more frequently
than those joining predicates or lodifiers.

7. Although no great differences exist between girls,and
boys in their use.of syntactiestructures, when they did
occur, they usually favored girls'in Wad Start'and grade
three, but boib in grade twelve.

8. These disadvantaged black children, even though they
fell below middle-clash norms odseveral measures,'
reflected a similar syntantic developmental pattern In
their having increaseLl T-unit length, clause to T-unit
ratios, and transform density... i

1,.......
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SLACK STUDENTS' AND WHITE FACULTY MEMBERS'. .

PIRCEPTIONSOF BLACK STUDENTS' CLASSROOM 1

COMMUN1CATIQN Order No. 7917485

MCNA1RY, Francine Gladys, Ph.D. University of Pittsburgh,
190pp.

The purpose of this study *as to (e) determine if black Mu:
dintunderstand yhite instructors' expectations for classroom
cOrmunication;' (b) ascertain the extent to which black students
m white instructors' expectations for.tlassroom comment-

ind (c) identify those explanation, that account for
j?lack Mudents' communication behavior in the classroom. The
dae, wore derived from' the perceptions of blaCb students and
white faculty members.

.1414W-four black studente, twenty-two white students (serv-
ing as the control group) and thirty-84 white faculty members
from Clarion State College, Clarion, Pennsylvania, participated
in the study. Rating scalei and open-ended questions were used
to obtain jhe perdeptions of .studente and fadulty members) i.e.,
Class Perficipation Questiongeire eiL(for students) and Class
Participation Questionnaire # 2 (for faculty) whIcti was the
counterpart of the stufient's questionnaire.

Seven hypothese, wbre formulated. The following hypothesis
was supported by percentages and content analysis resultp:
Black studente understand white faculty members' expectations
for classroom communication and knpw how to meet them. Four
.hypothoses which were statistically confirmed at the .05 level
el significance were as follows: (a) There will be a significant
difference between black students' and white faculty members'
percptions of the extent and quality of black atudents' 'Olsely-
rooM communication; (b) There will be a Positive corralatiOn
between black students' and white facultY members' perception*
of black Students' overall classroom communication; (c) There
will be a positive correlation between black students' percep-
tions el their overall behavior in clasaroom conamunication and
their final class grade; and (d) There will be apositive corre-
lation between white faculty members' perceptions of black stu-
dents' behavior in overall classroom tornmunication and the
black students' final grade. The sixth hypothpsis, which was
statistically confirmed at the .05 level of ligAifieance, but un-
Supported by content analysis data,.was stated as follows:
There Will be a significant difference between black students"'
and whit? faculty members' explanations to account for black
students' classroom communication. The seventh hypothesis
was statistically unconfirmed and was stated as follows: Black
students' self-rating of overall classroom communication will
vary according to (a) eex, (b) classification, (c) the blaCk stu-
dent's family's college experience; (d) Q.P.A. and (e) final
class grade. ,

, The general conclusions drawn, from the study are that black
students and white faculty members disagree on the ektent and
quality, of black students' classroom communication; however,
for the most part they agree that the participation is inadequate
and they agree on the explanationi that account for black stu-
dents' classroom communication. More specifically;they agree
that black students' personal attributes, such as skill inade-
quacies, fears and inseturities were the major factors inhibit-
ing their classrosen communication. However, a significant
portion of black stlidents' concerns resides within the behavior
and attitudes of white faculty members.

. .v,

THE INTERPRETATION itlir VERB TENSE IN WRITTEN
PASSAGES BY BLACK ENGL1SH.-SPEAKING AND STAN
DARD ENGLISHSPEAK1NG CHILDREN Order No 7914701

MIYAMURA, Candacr Patricia, Ph.D. University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, 1978, 180pp..

The-Black English rule of'final consonant cluster reduc-
tion often deletes the -ed suffix thereby creating homophonous
present tense and past tense forms of regular verbs. It was .

hypotheeined that these homophonous forms would cause tense
interpretation difficulties for Black English speakers and that
these difficulties would interfere with reading comprehension.

To esamin8 this hypothesis, a reading task was designed to
measurti Ole ability to correctly interpret verb tense and was
administered to 18 BE speakers and 18 standard English (SE) -
speakers who were reading at-the second grade 1644. To
equatb for reading ability SE speakers were drawn from
grades 2 and 3, and BE speakers were dr4 from grades 4 t

and 5 because most children reading at the second grade level
were enrolled in these respective grades for the two dialect
groups. .

Each Hen.' of the reading task wae composed of two parts.
Part I was a three-sentence paragraph containing the critical
verb to be interpreted, and student, indicated whether they
thonght the verb was present or pa8t tense. Tart 2 wes a
series of four general comprehension queations designed to
determine if comprehension was ected by difficulties with

'tense interpretation.
Three types of verbs were .eioyed to study the effects

of verb form on tense interpretation. Irregular verbs in past
tense form served as a measure of baseline performance be-
cause.BE and SE speakers correctly interpret the tens* of
irregular velbs. Regular verbs In -ed suffix fortis were ein"
ployed to examine perfornutfice when -ed suffix deletion was
hypothesized.to interfere with tense interpretation. Finally,
present tense forms of regular verbs were included to deter-
mine if they were also misinterpreted because of confustion
between the homophonous present tense and past tense forms
of regular verbs..

. To investigate whether redundant tense 'cues could aid
tense interpretation when difficulties were experienced, three
cuing conditions were employed. In one condition no cue was
given, and interpretation depended entirely on the proper inter-
pretation of the Critical verb. In the othor two conditions a cue
in the fowl of an irregular verb was given in addition to the
critical *b.

The results indicated that tense interpretation difficulties
were not limited to BE speakers, but that BE and SE speak-
ers did not exhibit the sanisperformance pattern. As expected,
performance on the irregular verb Heins was high for both
BE and SE speakers. SE performance on -ed suffix verbs -

was as high as SE .performance on irregular verbs suggesting
no interpretation problems. Tentative evidence suggested that
the BE spehkers may have experienced some difficulty with
-ed suffix verbs, but their performance was not significantly
Weer on -ed verbs than on irregular verbs. Both dialect
groups exhibited poor performance on present tense items,
but BE group performance was significantly lower than BIE
group performance. The p0Or present tense performance prob.
ably resulted from the students exhibiting the natural oscine-

, Hon between historical present and past tense that favors put
tense forms and is often observed in narratives. The signifi-
cantly higher performance by SE students probably reflected
their greater adherence to verb agreement constraint&

Cuing had no effect for either dialect group, and there inks
no.verb k cue interaction. Apparently cuing neither-aided nor
hindered performance. Performance On the general compre-
hension questions was moderately high and consistent across
all verb types and cuing conditions indicating that general com-
prehension was unaffected-by tense interpretation difficulties.
Therefore it was concluded that diffiCulties with tense interpre-
tation should not be considered a major barrier to reading
acquisition.



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY OF MONOLINGUAL AND BILINGUAL CHIL-
DREN Order No. 7917497

MOLL, Dianne-Lynn, Ph.D. University of Pittsburgh, 1978.

Tie Is study was designed to determine if A bilingual ,eaconci-
-grade population compared favorably with their monolinguial
peer group on a battery of tests measuring their English lan-
guage proficiency, The research wee based on the position that
there is a necessary level of linguistic attainment for satisfac-
tory academic achievement in a second (trade "population.

The subjects were 130 children Attending second grade in
American sehools, located on nillitary'bases in South West
Germany. The experimena1 Group was comprised of sixty-
five children regarded as being bilgenii. The Centro:A Group .

was sixty-five monolingual AmeriefinEnglish speakers selected
from the same classrooma as the Experimental Group. The bi-.
lingual and monolingual students weed matched on the following
Parameters: sex, age, clasiroom teacher, father's military
rank, and classroom achievement.

The children wero screened for Intellectual limitation or r
incapacitating emotional difficulties on the Goodenough Draw-
a-man 'rest. A language questionnaire was obtained from the
parents of each child to determine the nature of the child'a
language contacts, and the validity of his/her membership in the
bilingual or monolinguatgroup; the children's elassroom tiach-
era aleo provided an evaluation of .each ehild's scholastic
achievement.

The test battery consisted of four tbsts: two standardized
tests -- the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), and the
Gray Oral Reading Test (Gray), and two teste developed bytbe
examiner -- a morpheme assessment task (MAT), and a sen-
tence repetition taek (SRT). Taped recordings of the children
were evaluated for foreign accent by three judges.

On tests of vocabulary (PPVT) and morphology (MATi, the
. monolingual children performed significantly better (at the .001
level) than the bilinguals. There was no significant difference
in the performance of the two groups In sentence repetition
(SRT), and oral reading (Gray). However, a higher percentage
of the bilingual children's errors in sentence repetition and oral
reading was agrammatical. The bilingual and monolingual groups
could not be differentiated from one another on the beets of the
phonological aspects of foreign accent.

Bilingual students compared favorably with their classmates ,
on measures of oral readifig and sentence repetition, although ,

not on measures of vocabulary and morphology. Since the bilin-
guals were matched on academic achievement with their mono-
lingual peers, we can assume that their vocabulary and mot.-

"phology were adequate for the second-grade, even if not as
extensive ae that of the monolinguals. Linguistic deficiency es
measured by the PPVT and MAT\must be regarded cautiously
when seeking explanations for acdemic failure. The results
did not indicate a linguistic advantage for bilingual students in
the English language, but conversely they were not at an aca-
demic disadvantage by the linguistic limitations that this test
battery revealed.

THE DEVELOPMENT ,A°ND VALIDATION OF A SCREENING
IlISTRUMENT (PICLS) FOR ASSESSING THE SPEECH AND
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT OF SPANISH-SPEAKING PRE-
SCHOOL CHILDREN Order No. 7423270

PAYAN, Rose Marie, Ph.D. University of Colorado at Boulder,
1979. 133pp. Director: Leonard M. Baca

Speech clinicians should be able to distinguish a language
difference from a language and/or,speech disorder. The iden-
tification of a real disorder is often more complex when the
child speaks a language other than English. Assessment mea-
sures are often not available in other languages and limitations
are encountered when tests are merely translated or adapted
to specific language groups.

0

The Payd.- *INREAL" Child LangUage Screening Test,
was developed to assist speech clinicians'in determin-

ing possible language disorders among Spantsh-speaking pre-
school children. The P1CLS was inlot tested on Spanish-
speaking prescheol children ranging (rom three to five years
ef me. A critleal review of the 4tetne of the P1CLS teas made /
by a team of professionals coffeisting of Had Start teachers, a

bilingual speech clinicianS, and special education and bilinival
educator his analysis, along with the information received
through the Alo( test, militated in the revision and further do-
velopment f items appropriate for use with Spanislr peaking

-ehildren.
fle PICLS was administered to 59 (oar and five-year-old

Spanish .dominant children partkipating in a Head Start pto-
. gram. The program is located in Socerro, Vexes, which
lies twentY-five miles east of El Paso, Texas, and borders
Mexico.

. ,
\The degree-kf validity for the PICLS was determined by..,

cothparing the PICLS subtest and total.test s&res with two
' separate eXternal judgments, a) int Indepenaent Profesiional

Assessment and b) Combined Referral information.
Tlie first external criterion, the Independent Profedsional

Assessment, was the total rating given to each ehild by ati-
lingual speech clinielan. A Spanish-speaking speech clinician
from the University of Texaerat El Paso screened all 59 chil-
dren, who had previously been assessed with PICLS, with an
Informal test,battefy consisting of a Spanish articulation teat;
a Series of simple directions, and a section which required the
child to desocrjbe the action depicted in tivo picture& The
clinician rated the child's carrors in articuiation, receptive lan-
guage, and expressive language as; I - severe, 2 - moderate,
3 - mild, or 4 - normal. These ratingdwere compiled and a
total performance rating was obtained, creating the Independent
Professional Assessment external criterion to which PICLS
performance was compared.

The second external criterion, a Combined Referral, was
the composite of three independent judgments. A judgment
indicating which children should be referred for further speech
and language testing was Independently made by 1) the inves-
tigator, 2) the student speech clinician and 3) the Head Start
staff.

I. The investigator, upoii administering the PICLS, inde-
pendently identified children who needed further testing.

2. The bilingual student speech clinician also independently
made a pass/fail judgment indicating whin children should be
referred for further assessment.
3. The Head Start staff had previously identified those chil-
dren who should be referred to the program's speech clinician.

These three independent judgments were combined to form the
second external criterion -- the Combined Referral.

The validity coefficient for the total test and Independent
Professional Assessment external criterion was .696. A va-
lidity coefficient.of -.675 was obtained between the PICLS
and the Combined Referral external criterion.

Tlje Hoyt formula of inte'rnal consIstettry was used to ar-
rive at the reliability coefficient of the PICLS and its subtest.
The reliability coefficient for the total teat was .92.

An Item analysis on each subtest of the P1CLS identified
questionable and non functioning items. The types of speech
errors made by children who were and were not referred for
further testing were also identified.

The PICLS, as presented herein proved to be a reliable
and valfd measure In Identifying Spanish-speaking preschool
children suspect of having a speech and language diserder.

.1 5



EFFECTS 9F BILINGUAL EDUCATION ON LANGUAGE
USE AND LANGUAGE PREFERENCE OF FOURTH-dRADE
MEXICAN AMERIC4N CHILDREN IN FOUR BILINGUAL
EDUCATION PROJECTS IN TEXAS, Order No. 7920167

PiREZ, Ernest, Ph.D. Ilhe University of Texas at Austin,
1971. 114pp. Supervisor: Mark Song

-This study exainined the effectslof Spanish-English bilin-
gual education on the,language use and.language.preference of

, fourth=grade Mexican American students in four bilingual edu-
cation projects in Texas. The projept saes were*located along
the Lower Rio Grande*Valley, along the Texas-Mexican bordr
in southwest Texas, central Texis and in north Texas.

.. A total of 188 fourth-grade Mexyan American students
we're administered le Language Use Survey developed by Hoff-

. innn (1934) and modified by Mackey (1972) to measure bilin-
gualism in th; domains .Of the hpme, neighbothood, and school.

The findings shOwed that:

11 Inferences regarding program type and language use
were not possible. Since most of the observed differ-
nces between sites wpre accounted Jor by the geograph-
ical location of the site, it was difficult lo infer any spe-
cific effects as a renult of the bilingual program.

q

2. The bilingual projects in,ttte studY appearedoto have the
effect of increasing the use of Spanish among its Spanish!
English-806)1(1;1g participants as compared to the con-
trol group,

3. The students'in the bilingual programs reported an in-
crease in the frequency of Spanish used in the domains
of the neighborhood and home: Both groups reported
usintEnglish and Spanish in both domains; however,
the bilingual program participants reported using
slightly more Spanish than English in the home, whereas
the converse was true for the nonbilingual program par-
ticipants. Both groups reported using slightly more
English than Spanish With peers in the.neighborhood do-
main.

4. Results of the se -reported responses showeil that stu--
dents in the bilingual programs perceived themselves
as being more proficient in,Spanish than was reported
by their counterparts.

EXPRESSED READING PREFERENCES OF MEXICAN-
AMERICAN CHILDREN IN THE SEVENTH GRADE

t Order,No. 7925785

PETERSON, Marilyn La Rene,Ed.D. University of Northerm
Colorado, 1979. 136pp. ". 4

The Problem

Hypotheses have been advanced to account for the fact that
Mexican-American children often encouqter difficulties in
reading. Some argue that the problem is generates, In part,
by a lack of ethnic materials with which these children can
identify. An impiled assumption is that Mexican-American
children are somehow different Otrom their non-Mexican-Amer-
lean counterparts.in their rekding preferences.. Others assume

;that ihe Mexicap-American cultural heritage promotes differ-
ences bsb..reep boys and girls In their reading preferences.
In the,atosence of a body of research about reading preferences
of Mexican-American children, educators and publishers do
not really know *hat constitutes appropriate Instructional ma-
terials for them. The goal of this research was to establish
more suitable criteria fpr selecting appropriate materials for
Mexican-American children. A sample of 432 seventh grade
children. in Imperial County, Califi3rnla, was used.

-441,

rat.

Methodology

The investigation Involved three phases of. Illustrations and
descriptions from modern realistic fictionsbooks for children.
Thft questionnaire was created and first utilized among inner-
City children by Dr. Jerry 1.lohns for a doctoral study at
Michigan State University in 1970. Contrasting deseriptioM
and illustrations depictInestaKk and pieasanr sktinp, high and
low self-esteem characterls, and positive.and mgative goup
interaction were useaTi-ollo*Ing each oair in each phase, the

iFinTesponded to three questions, answering a total of 38 .
queStionh.' All of the.deserbiptions and questions Fere tape re-
corded so that,ahility to read would not influence the resting
of the study.

Twelve hypotheses were testa. The data were talimiated
on contingency tithies and chi square and correlatio\figures
computed.

Results

l. There was no statiltically significant' difference (,05
level) between Mexican-American and noh-Mexican-
American children hrtheir preferences for settings, .

characters, and &roue interaction in stories and books.

2. There was no statistically significant difference (AIS
level) between Mexican-AmerIcan girls and boys In
their preferences for settings:and chat-afters. Signifi-
cant difference was found between girls and boys in their
preferences for gron interaction. (Hypotheses 2A, 213,
and 2C)

3. For Mexican-Amevican girls anti boys there was no sta-
tistically significant relationship (.05 level) between their
choices for settings, characters, and 'group interaction
in stpries and books and their perceptions of their en-
vironment, themselves and their peer group interaction.
(Hypotheses 3A, 3D, and 3C)

4. For Mexican-Americati girls, statistical significance was
found (.05 level) between their expressed pheferences
for settings In stories and books and their preferred
living environment, between their choices for characters
in stories and books and the person they would prefer
to be. (Hypotheses 31) and 3E)

5, For Mexican-American boys, statistical significance was
found (.05 level) between their expressed preferences for
characters and the person they would prefer to be, be-
tween their c'hoices for group interaction and the group
with which they would prefer to live and play. (Hypoth-
eses 9E and 3r)

6. Seventy-six per cent of Mexicah-American girls and
sixty-nine per cent.of boys preferred the English lan-
guage over the Spanish language for reading. (Descrip-
tive data)

7. If given a bloc of leisure time, t 5.3 per cent of Mexican-
American Orli and 73.9 per cent oI boys prefer ti) watch
televlsion (Descriptive data)

Conclusions

(Hypotheses.1A, 113, and le)

The findings of this study suggest that it In not necessary
to create specialized ethnic materials for Mexlean-Amerkan

t children to read. In addition, the data do not support sax dif-
ferencesIn tbe reading preferences of Mexican-American
children exelipt in one area-lcroup interaction.



AFRO-AMERICAN CULTURE/COGNIVON RELATIONS:
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF METAPHORIC LANGUAGE
AMONG CHILDREN Order No. 7911538

Carol Bhuneon, Ph.D. .ciareniont Graduate School,
1979. 153pp..

;

This investigation was designed to explore prbcesses for
the development of a cosceptual frapiework for understanding
the culture and cognition relations of Afro-American children.
The approach draws.from seveyi -theoreticil assumptions
taken from the general study of buiture/rognition relations,
namely:

t. That the value orientation ih a culture symbolically
gives rise to the rules for the organization of. expert-

.ence;

2. That the rules for the organization of experience are
embodled in and transmittethby the language.

As past investigations have suffered from limitations im-
posed by the way in which Afro-American culture is conceived,
primary attention was given to the view pf culture that takes
into accaunt the historicarev.olution of Afro-Americans. As
such, the concepts, suggested regarding the value orientation
and its aognitive iind linguistic concomitants represent the
historical reatity ef an African origin impacted by an Ameri-
can experience.

Among the linguistic dimenaions hypothesized toieflect
the manner of organization of cognitive strategiedkis meta-
phor. To determine usefulness of the study of metaphor for .

informing future studies of information processing strategies,
an exploratory investigation was conducted by describing the
features of metaphor manifested in the language of a small
sample of five-year-old Afro-American childLen. The data
revealed (1) the frequent use of metaphors in their naturally
occurring conversations with each other, (2) the occurrence
of metaphors in both novel and frozen forms, and (3) the oc-
currence et four varieties of explicit and implicit comparisons.

The evidence suggested that metaphoric language is a viable
linguistic phenomenon for the study of cultute/cognition rela

Alone in young children.

THE ACQUIITION OF FOUR BLACK ENGLISH MORPHO-
LOGICAL RULES BY BLACK PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

Order No. 7916019

REVERON, Wilhelmina Wright, Ph.D. The Ohio State -Univer-
sity, 1979. 212pp. Adviser: Associate Professor Sheila Goff

The purpose of this study was to determinethe order of
acquisitlon of four roles of Black English morphology, &roil,
possessive, past.tense, and thkrd person singular, by three-
to slx-year-old black children irom two socioeeonomIc status
levels, as a result of'two modes of presentation, Black English
and Stendard English carrier phrases. There were 80 subjects.
Group I consisted of 40 children from middle socioeconomic
status environments, and Group H consisted .of 40 children from
lower socioeconomic status environments. Within each group,
there were four agellevelb, three, four, five, and six years.
Ten children were in each agelevel. Nonsense syllables were
eenployed to elicit morphological responses from the children. .

. The syllables were recorded on magnetic tape with two
modes of presentation. -Carrier phrases ip both Standard En-
glish and hi Black Engliskpreceded and were interspersed with
the nonsense syllables. Children listened through headphones
and made appropriate responses: The ramber offfesponses
was the nriterion measure employed for statisticA treatment.
The purpose was to determine internalization on the part of the
child of four linguistic coneepts, in.Standard English and in (I .

Black English. -
For Group], the sequence of acquisition for Standard En-

glish morphemes was found to correlate with that reported in
the literature, posseselve, pluraiy Past tense, and third person.
Singular. The pattern which emerged for Black English rules
of morphology was the same as Standard English until age five.

After five years, the payern was reversed, ti person singu-
4xpast tense, plural, and possessive. T sequence ob-
served for oroqp 11, for Standaid English iules of morphology
.waeplural, possdssive, past tense, and thiriperson'stragular;
for Black English rules of morphology, the pattern was third
person singular, posseasive,,past tense, and plural. Mode of
presentation was found to be a significant factor in this study.
The subjects in Group!, middle socioecono,mic status, pro-
duced. more Standard English morphemes to Standard English
mode of presentation and fewer Black EngliSh morphemes to
Black Eeglish mode of presentation than subjects Group 11,

4 lower socioeconomic status_

ORAL LAI4GUAGB GAINS IN_A A F*.NCH-r.Nousimi. BI-
LINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM IN IBERIA PARISH
(LOUISIANA) AS MEASURED. BY A REPETITIOn INSTRU-
MENT Order No. 7020197

RICHARD, Lawrence Untie, Ph.D. The University of Texas
at Austin, 1979. 142pp. Supervisor: Thomas P. Horn °,

The study consists of the administration of a pretest and a
posttest using the Gloria and David EngliskFrench Test, I
repetition-type instrument, to a group of 150 rural first and
second graders in Iberia Parish Schools (Louisiana). The ex-
perimental group consisted bf 100 of theChildrenparticipatieg
in the first year of the school district's bilingual educative pro-
grim; the 50 children constituting the coat rol group did not iar-
ticipate in the program. Teat results were computed with a one-
between me-withIn analysis of variance. _Scores of first end
second grader's were analyzedpeeparately.

Resultslihowect that the children were able to repeat most
of the 25 Ehglish eentences with little difficulty, whereas they
were by and large .imable to understand or repeat thesentences
of tbe Freifch test! Their performance on the English test wee
scored on their ability to repeat nine variables, either phpno-
logical or morphological features. Among first graders, sig-
nificant differences occurred on six of the variables from pre:-
test to posttest. no significant differences occurred between
groups. Among second graders, significant differences from
pretest to poettest r:16urred only On two variables; and, on one
of these, there was a significant difference betweeri perfor-
mances of the groups. PerfOrmance on the French test was
scored on one variable: ability to repeat individual words.
There were significant differences in performance from pre-
testae posttest and also between groyps at both grade levels.

Based on conclusions drake from the above data, certain
limitations of the Gloria and-David 'test are pointed out and
possible directions for modification are briefly identified.

A COMPARISON OACH1EVEMENT OP MEXICAN AND
MEX1CAN-AMERICAN CHILDREN IN THE AREAS, or
READING AND MATHEMATICS IVAN TAUGHT WITHIN
A COOPERATIVE AND COMPETITIVE GOAL STRUCTURE

Order No. 7921046

SANCHEZ, Juanita L., Ph.D. University of California, Santa
Barbara, 1979. 259ep.

The purpose ok this study was tO determine whether there
I. a relationship betweeri student achievement and specific
ethnie and, profile characteristics of ,the student and the teacher
The focus of the stpdy were Mexican and Mexican-American
students enrolled in fifty-eight bilingual settings in grades X-
6. Five independent variables related to the student and Wised
on language dominance were identified.

- non-English speaking student.
* BR - limited English speaktng student.

- bilingual and/orRuent English-Spanish-surnamed
student achieving below QB .

11r - bilingual and/or fluent English Spanish-suenamed
student achieving above Qs .1 7
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61V - fluent English non-Spanish surnamed !student. Four
independent variables in respect to the teacher were
identified asofollows:

coonerative reiyonea This *as determined by teacher
. response as measured in the three instrumental design by

Cordor9 (.1978). ,

Techer training. Three groups were idenlified: Group
One whkh receivethi,confluent training; Group Two received
the Didactic training; and Group Three served as the control
group lust received no training,

Stludeity.. The model made reference to the teacher being
Chicano7th1clina.

fired!, Level. Grade level taught by teacher included in the
study.

A multiple regression prixiiction techniqUe wap used and the
indspezKlenf variables included were only those .which contrib-
ited to t model and 'were significant dt the 6 percent level.
Poet tea scores on the California Teat of Basic Skills in En!.
&Joh raiding and math were used as the dependent variable.

The operational hypothekes were;
HI There will be no relationship between the 1) teacker's

cooperative self-perception, 2) cooperative response in
a dilemma situation, 3) ability to provide Cooperative
learnink opportunities in ihe clkssroom, andthe achieve-
ment of Mexican student§ in the areas of relding and

Ho There will be no relationship between the 1) teacher's
cooperative self-perception,- 2) cooperative response in
a dilemma situation, 3) abildy to provide cooperative
learning opportunities in the classroom, and the achieve-
Mont of Mexican-American students in the areas of.
reeding and math.

Both lopotheses were rejected by the findings. 'A signifi-
cant relationship was found between cooperative response and
the ;Alement of Mexican and Mexican-American students
in a bilingoal setting in both the areas of reading and math.
Mexican and ,Mexican-Amnrican students respond negatively
to a cooperative teacher in the lower grades (K-2) and post- ,;' .4!
tively in the upper grades (3-6). The reverse then is held to
be true; Mexican and Mexican-American students respond posi,;41-:.
tively to the competitive teacher in the earlier grades and re-
.spoiti negatively'to the competitivaleacher in the upper grades. ;
lelluence, both positive and negative;was at the 5 percent level
of significance.

A bilingual setting with a Chicano teacher who is bilingual
yields positive results in ihe areas of reading and math. _The
findings further seem to indicate that the use of the languaga
'other than English within the bilingual setting is not the only
factor that has a positive influence in reading and math scores.
Systematic differences in social malfrations and learningstytee
existing between ethnic student population would seem to coo-
iribute at a significant !nisi. The results of this research `

woof(' intem to provide one more piece to the puzzle of the na.
turenf relationships between educational variables.
' The limitation% as discussed within the study make concla

stone and generalizations tentative. Nevertheless, the emer-
gence of some poesible trends could provide suggestions tor
areas tor further research and also suggest changes be con-
sidered in the teaeher training process. The task is left tor 4-

_those involved in future research to systematically explore

provided in schools is more leesnient r effective given differ-
and further ascertain whether of learning enviran-

ences in the relative dominance of various motives.

A COMPARATIVE STUIY OF THE EFFECTSVF ThE US!
OP A DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE APPROACH VERSUS A
TUTOMA APPROACH TO THE TEACHING OF MUSH
TO NON-
CH
COW

GUSH SPEAKING ELEMENTARY Self0014
IN A LARGE URBAN SCHOOL 'DISTRICT* D4

Order No. 7033382
v ,

, SCUDD R, bonnie Elizabeth Todd, Ph.D. University of Col-
orado t Boulder, 1979. 248pp. Co-Chairpersond; Leonard
Rack 4ltlinley Ratliff
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of the Study

purpose of-this study wee to determinejif there weri
Meant differences'in mean scores on oral Englis profi-

apd academic achievement between two groups of non-
ish speaking elementary children who participat4d in two-
rent English-as-a Second Language programs i ettlovvic.

.4i:libe" first group receivedtESLAnstruction at centers tram 111*-
/itially trained, experteneed, certified teachers in the Dnç.ttc

//gn-Engliflh Speajdng PrOgrarn, funded gnder ESEA .
The second irouP *as taught ESL by paraprofedional tutors
tit the indlyidual schools through the Englleh Language Dooms

roaram, Which received etate funding. Both programs oper'
"'Med within the Denver Public Schools during different school.
years.

lit addition,.this research project investigated (via question-.
noire) other ESL or bilingual progranis functioning at the ele-,
mentary Wel in selected urban school districts across the
nountry. This was donajo provide a basis of Comparison for't
the two approaches used in this study. It'also should provide'
mare information on.Programa operating in the ESL/bilingual
fild.

, oor

1 ay a
procedure and Sample-,

The first group, consisting of 187 non-English speaking chll-
. drea (k-Ofrom many cOuntries, Was ptolt,tested using the

Wide Ramo Achlevemegi Test, the Illinois Test of PsylhOlin
giqc Abilities Veibal Evression subteit, and the

e. The ;second grouni consisting of 130,non-Enlaritt
speaking children from many countries, was posttested using
the same instruments. Also, a Language Rating Scale, designed.
to measnre the level of usage of English within the regular ,
classroom, was completed by the classroom teaeher following
the posttenting of each child in the study.:

.;

0

Anelyeis of Data . .

The analysis of variance in a three factor; 28 cell design
-was employed to measure differences betweein posttest means
of the two groulm on the five variables. The factors were:
grade level (h-6), treatmant group (Diagnostic and Tutbrial),
and language groull (Spanish and Other). The five variables
(dependent) were: oral English fluency, oral English mores-
sion, achievement in math, achievement in reeding, and claw
room language usage level. The analysis of variance technique
in the BMDO5V computer program was utilized with the folloW-
ing siatistical differences shown. se

Findings

'In the area of ofal English proficiency (as demonstrated by
performance On the Language Sample, ITPA, and the Language
Rating ficalp) the children in the Diagnostic Non-English. Speak-

. kni_Prqgram ;Pored siggificantly higher (.01 level of confidence)
than ad children iv the English Language Tutorial Program.

In the area of academic achievement (aedevonstrateti*
performance on the WRAT in the areas of *ding and smith-

. mitie), treatment means indicated no signiftekin differences
between the two groups.

On the "five dependent variables a total of ten significant in-
teractions Were shown. On the academic aChievelnent measures
the trend was consistent with the Diagnostic P'rogram appearing
to be more effective for the Spanish-npeaking children, while
the andren from the other language ba4grounds did equally
wellrregardless of program.

A .
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The retrials of this study revealed that elementarynon-t
English spesiking children achieved a higher level of fluency
and expt-assive ability in English when they participated In the
Diagnostic Non-English Spesking Program, as opposed the En-
gIieh Language Tutorial Program.. Differences between the iNio
programs in the.aritas of_acsdemic aChlevement were nOn-
significant.

.. "
BIDIALECTALISM AND LEARNING TO HEAD

.., Order No. 7)16881
. ....

&MIND, C4rInne Mirie Erickson, Ph.D. The University ..

of Michigan, 1979. 96pp. Chair.msui:, Donald' E..P..Smith
.... 1 . . ,

Instruction irrreading jabsteed upon competence in spoken N

language. When the fanguage of instrUctioq ("school English') . I.

isliiirkilar to the child's spoken fanguage, learning is Will"- '..
tated. Wheri school English and spoken English deviate mark-
elllyop in some dialects, learning is impeded. 'School English

. mayte treated as a second lanpage for dialect speakers siiid '
4.. may be taught before reading instruction is initiated in the first

grade. . _ /

One difference between school Eng gip and Blsck'EngliSh
. Vernacular (BEV) is the omission of word endings, called

'consonant reduction." The learning of phoneme/grapheme
`1(sound-letter) correspondences constitutes a substantial pelt

of the learning to read process. When word endings do not
occur in the child's dialect but do anear in print, the child is
understandably confused. . ,

This dissertation reports an attempt to measure consonant
reduction and to train children in equivalent expressions in
Black English Vernacular and Standard American.English (SAE)
(adios* approximation to school English). ..

A Consonant Reduction Test was developed and validated.
It consists of 66 items including 11 phonologicaNariables in
word-final consonant clusters. For each phonewe the child
is asked to recognize BEV-SAE equivalents, to produce them
(Les, say both) and to use both of them in context. Both subteit
scores and total scor4demonstrated unusually high reliability
(r's: .92 to .96). Item-teet coefficients, based upon Flanigan's
nomograph for tile. top and bottom 27%, varied from .02 to .88
With a median of .0. There was no discernal;le differenci in
efficacy between the three major tasks nor between the BEV
and SAE items.: `

A training program designed to increase bidialectal skill
was developedaand used for 8 weeks, 15 to 30 minutes each day,
with two pre-school mixed classes (N A 37). A comparison
group (N = 27) was also measured. Mastery (arbitrarily de-
fined as a score of 66%) is based upori these criteria (1) meg-
'ninon of the stimulus (2) production of it and (3) use of it in a
meaningful context.

Before training, this sample of Black children scored 39.8
(99 being thd highesrpossible score) and Whites or speakers
of standard English scored 43.4: After training, BlaCk children
in this Study scored 85.1 and White children scored 74.7. It
was concluded that further traininris necessary for the speak-
ers of BEV-whose native dialect is further from school Eft-^
OM t is that' of the White Children.

Re s were interpreted as indicating that: (1) consonant
reduction is amenable to measurement; and (2) the condonant
reduction aspect of bidialectalism or code sharing can betaught.

- .

).

A STUDY TO DVTERMINE THE EFFECTS OF. FIRST
LANGUAGE ON VIIE READING COMPREHENSION OF
SPAN1111 MONOLITERATE AND SPANISH-ENGLISH
SELITERATE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
THROIIGH TIF- USE OF THE CLOZE PROCEDUpE

Order No, 7987175
.

IMAM-Olivine M., Ph.D. University of Washington, 1979.
.

180pp. Chairirerfon: Nancy Hansen-Krening - \ ..
.

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of
first latiguage on the reading comprehension of Spaniel% mane«'. literate and Spanish-English biliterate elementary school chit-

. dren through the use of the Close procedure. The following
; two hypothesei were designed in order to study the problem:

1. Spanish moiwliterate children will demonstrate a greater
degree of comprehensim of reading materials written laPpan-

in Spanish. 2. Biliterate elementary school children
bah than will biUterate children who read materiars wrviell

first language Is Spanish and who have received reading in-
streetion in both Spanish and Englieh will demonstrate a

- greater degree of comprehension of reading materials writ-
ten In Spanish than they will comPrehend reading materials
written in English. . .

'The participants in this study were one group of ten Span-
ish monoliterate and one group of ten Spanish-English bt- ,

literate children, ten female*, and ten dales, from Emerson
mALongfellow Elementary Schools in Pasco, Washington.
The subjects were initially identified by thd Pasco School
District. This identification was verified by the investigator
through adminietffirAon of the New York City's Language As-

*

sessment Battery (LAB). The test required 40 minutes/or.
Mich of tie Spanish and English versions to.administer. An
Informal Reading Inventory (IRI) was used for reading ability
selection of subjects. Those students who recognised from
99 to 100 percent of the words, comprehended 90 to 100 per-
cent ot the literal meaning, and made inferences with 90 per-
cent accuracy were selected as suhjects for the investigation.

The test instrument was the ,Close Reading Comprehension
Test. The Close is ae automatic word deletion process where-
by words are removed from a printedspassage. The subjects'
task was to predy the word that was renadved amrto replace
it. Tip reading pass e for the test Instrument were taken
from the subjects' u ead instructional reading materials in
the Santillana Spanish nglish Reading Series. A test book-
let consisting of four r domly arranged Spanish reading pas-
sages was administered th the Spariish monoliterate group.
And a booklet consisting of-two Spanish and two English ran-
domly arranged reading passages was administered to the 1.k
itinerate group. The subjects were provided spircific direc-
tions and examples on completion of the tests. The subjects
were given as much time as needed to complete the test book-
let. The test booklets were then manually scored employing
the synonym count method.

A one-way analysis of variance was used to test the by=
pathogen that monoliterate children demonstrate a greater

ree of comprehension of reading materials written in
than will biliterate children who read materiafe writ-

ti in Spanish. There was no signifitant difference fotind-ba-
.tween the readieg Compr,nsion of Spanish monoliterate chil-
4ren reading materials written in Spanish ind the reading
comprehension Of SpanishrEnglish biliterate children resAlng ,
materials written in Spanish., ,

A correlated t-test was used to st the hypotheses that
Spanish-English biliterate child,* whose first tannage Is

.1.gpanish who hairs' received readi instruction in both SpanisiP -
English will demonitrate a eater degree of comprehen-
d reading materials written in Spanish than they will .

comprehend reading materials written in English. The data
, showed that the biliterate snhjects got a significantly lower

score the English tests than they did on the Spanish tests. ..

.
. .
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BLACK AMERICAN CHILDREN'S SINGING GAMES;
A Structural Analysis . Order No. 7924887.

WHARTON, Linda F., Ph.D. University of Pittsburght4979.
01,3pp.
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One potentially signifidint culture-revealing phenomenon
preseht in the black community Is children's singing games, a
rhythmical form of child's play. Singing games are physical,
mental and emotional activities that hoffia place in the life of

'kart children the world over. They usuhily consist of com-
bined patterns of lyrics, body movement 4nd drama.,In addi-
tion to the combinktgan of song, dance eovements and drama,
spontaneous improvisation is esseotial to the

itr
spirit of sing-

ing gaies. .

Singles gaMes are usually Inherited from generation to gen-
eration with little interference from adults. Although they
ee4m to have their roots in the distant past, singing.games

-tre celestantly reshaped as they paps from child generation
to chilli generation, a process .which gives it..a uniquei.cre4tive

Hwing survi+ed.threugh the oral tradition, children's
Singing games seem to exist as long as there are children to
keep them alive.

The role!, and functions of children's singing games are
many, and very depending upon forth and style. In general,
however, these play forms, among other things, integrate and
develop the body-mind and emotional states uf a child. They
aid in the fostering of a child's imagination and originality,
for many times children will create new games and songs or
develop new rhymes and rhythms from old ones.

Singing games also have importaht skills development and
social values. They develop body and language skills, person-
ality and charactee traits and good work habits. They also
serve to educate children abeut social interactions.' More-
over, children's singing games communicate a great deal about
the individual and the world around the individual who uses
them.

While iminy stu,dies have been centered around children's
play activities in general, very.little has been researchea
black American children's singing games. Noting the various
roles, (Unctions, and values of singing games as an expression
of culture, as well as acknowledging the limited amount of re-

'search on black children's singing games, this study focused
upon the singingngame activities of selected urban black Miler-
lean children.. More specitically, the purposes 'psi this inves-
tigation were to collect and classify singing games performed
by black American children ages 8-12 who reside in the Hill
Istrict of Pittsburgh, -Pennsylvinia.

Observation and participant-pbservation techniqUes wet:
used in eliciting the data. Through the use of aUdio-reCordero,
video-tape recorders and data organization sheets, the games
Were documented. Once documented and reliably checked by
three informed judges, the games were analyzed and classi-
fied by eight basic game structures, le,, game challenge/pur-
pesos, general procedures for aclion, game rules, player par-
ticipation, game performance, physical and temporal setting,
player abilities and skills and game results or pay-offs., TA
addition, movement and music styles were also analyzed. The,
results of this study included a comprehensive classification
system based upon the structural elements, and a logue of sing-
ing games accompanied by game instructions, text and music
scores.

The investigation concluded that a collection of singing
games is necessary for the preservation of specidc cultural
indices and that a classification analysis is nedessary for de-
fining games and outlining their specific usee.

A DESCRIPTWE 'ANALYSIS OF READING MISCUES OF
SPANISH -SURNAMED READERS 1N GRADES THREE AND
FIVE prdee No. 7917946

VAILLEKENS`:-Mary Guerra, Ph.D. Arizona State University,
1919. 129pp.

The purpose of this study was to analyze the oral reading of
average Spanish-surnamed readers in grades three and five.
Thirty-two students !rm.\ Superior Elementary-Scheols in Su-
perior, Arizona, compbsed the sample in this study. Tin see-
jects were selected by Means of their scores on the Gates-
Mannino Reading Tests and teacher recommendatiosT.-11%
subjecis were administered the Readirk Miscue Inventory and
the first 25 miscuei generated by each subject were\selected,
coped and examined for the degree of graphic similarity, seenti.
'similarity, grammatical function and graMmatical relation:
ships. The subjects' oral reading- was taped and oral retellings
of the stOries were also analyzed in orderto obtainl meastsie
of their comprehsension.

The 'data were collected and examined.by means of tabula-.
Hone, rankings, percent'ages, means and ranges. The statisti-

* analy'rais of the data resulted in the findings as follows:

I. The third graders appearto employ higher sound and .

graphic cues than fifth graders. The fifth graders had
a higtter kereentage of cues which were different from
the granhie and sound similarity of the printed text which
indicated that the fifth graders were utilizing other cue
systems than graphophonic cues.

2. The fifth graders also.possessed a slightly higher per-
centage in the utility of grammatical function cues than
the third graders.

3, The fifth graders had better comprehension based cm the
story retelling scores as weir as the RMI compreissa--
sion scores. Fifth graders' percentages were higher in
the aspects of plot a.9d theme of tbe story,,but thS melUis
of both were not sirificantly different in character anal-

. ysis, events and story davelopment.

As a group, the third gaderlivelied More on the use a
graphophonic decoding strategies /han the fifth graders. The
developmental reading trend was evident .in this study as it has
been in other studies. The difference might be in the degree
of utility of the three cueing systems.

Roconthiendations viere made on the basis of the findings
with implications for the Classroom.and for teacher prepare-,.
tion. These included similar studies in different locales of the
Southwest which have similar environments as this study and

. stUdies which involve children who are migrant in order for
sorts comparisons to be made. Experimental research should
be conducted with bilingual children in classes where ivading

- strategies and classes with traditional reading apProaches are
compared. Teacher preparation classes should.be formulist set
that help the teachers to understand miscue analysis retclihg
strategy procedures, and psycholinguistic theory,
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